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1)  Finish the following dialogue:  5 Marks

   Ibrahim and Saeed are talking about the the Decent Life Initiative 
Saeed  What are you watching, Ibrahim? 

Ibrahim  ................................................................................................................................................................... .
Saeed An article!  ..................................................................................................................................... ? 

Ibrahim It is about the Decent Life Initiative.
Saeed  ................................................................................................................................................................. ? 

Ibrahim It aims to improve the quality of public services.  
Saeed How many people has the Decent Life Initiative helped to have clean 

water?   
Ibrahim   ................................................................................................................................................................... . 

Saeed 377 villages! I think that’s great.  
Ibrahim  ................................................................................................................................................................... . 

         

2)           Read and complete the text with words from the following list:  4 M 

 races / finding / founding / tired / tiring / traditional    

Health and Sports Day is an interesting .................................. event in Japan. I'm 

interested in .................................. out about it. My Japanese friend Aiko says that, 

in his village, he always has lots of exciting .................................. and games in this 

day. The race is always very ..................................! My friend is a very good runner.  

3)  Read the following text, then answer the questions: 6 Marks 

 

Once upon a time, a king decided to give a reward to the person who had 
served his country most. Many people went to the king's palace to watch that. 
A man brought a gold gun, another brought a box of jewellery and a third an 
Arab horse to the king. But the king liked other three men the best. The first 
man was a clever doctor, the second man was a successful teacher and the 
third was a great scientist who had many discoveries. When the king thought 
which of the three men to get the reward, a woman came near to him. She told 
him that those three men are her sons and she came to see who would win the 
reward. The king, at once, gave the present to the woman because she had 

given birth to those great men. It was a beautiful big house . 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1) The king wanted to give a reward to the best person who had ........... . 

a brought him jewellery b worked for his country  

c brought him a golden gun d discovered new things 

2) The underlined word "it" refers to ........... . 

a the gold gun  b the king's present 

c the Arab horse  d the box of jewellery 
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3) The main idea of the passage is ........... .  

a Women can serve their country.  b Women can’t serve their country.              

c Doctors only can serve their country.  d Arab horses can serve their country.              

 Answer the following questions: 

4) What were the jobs of the three sons? 

 ..................................................................................................................................................... 

5) Why did the woman go to the king’s palace? 

 ..................................................................................................................................................... 

6) Do you think that the king was right to give the present to the woman? Why? 

 ..................................................................................................................................................... 

4)  Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d:  3 Marks  

1) I want to make a complaint. The word complaint is a / an ............ .    

a verb b adverb             c noun d adjective 

2) People can go to see paintings, photographs, etc in a / an ............ . 

a hospital b exhibition c ambulance d ferry 

3) The antonym of “formal” is ............ .  

a accepted             b official             c unformal d informal 

4) We add the suffix ............ to make a noun from the word “kind”.  

a less b ness             c un d in             

5) The word ............ means a long seat for two people or more.   

a breathe b bench c discount d encourage 

6) We’re going to paint the walls, which are covered in ............ and old posters. 

a charge b bench c graffiti d discount 

 

5)          Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 5 Marks 

1) We’re going .................................. (starting) our own social network service. 
2) The students were very .................................. (interest) to learn about the history 

of their school.  
3) We’re .................................. (start) a project next month. 
4) The first metro train .................................. (leave) at 8.20. 
5) I want to buy .................................. (either) a drink and a snack. 

6)       Write ONE HUNDRED and TEN (110) words on the following:      7 M  

"A biography of your father who is a doctor" 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................................. 

 




